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These are all custom.
9' 7wt 2pc - American Tackle Blank - This rod is sweet!
11' 7wt 4pc Switch Rod - Winstom BIIx blank. The ultimate large river steelhead rod.
9' 3wt 4pc - Sage Z-Axis Blank. Built w/ single foot titanium recoild guides. Great trout rod.
9' 8wt. 4pc - Sage Z-Axis - This one is a NY Brown killer! Also good for light saltwater use. Titanium reel seat
and sf titanium frame SIC guides. Cool trout weave in the butt wrap too.
8' wt. 4 pc. - This one is built on a Private Label Blank. Nice trout rod. Built with a cool retro look. Chevron cross
wraps in brown, gold and copper thread. Down locking seat and cigar handle.
9' 4wt 4pc. - Winston BIIx blank- The ultimate all around trout rod. Fast action with incredible lightness. This one
has sf recoil guides to keep it light.
7' 3wt 2pc. This one is mt favorite! Glass blank in an awesome retro honey color. Down locking seat, zebra
wood insert, cigar handle and recoil snakes. Slow action and awesome for wild trout.
9'9" 6wt 4pc - - Built on a Sage 99 blank. There is no better nymph rod out there! Great for Erie steelhead. Just
enough length and just enough power to keep it fun and get the job done. Also good for NY browns.
5' 4wt 2 pc - This is a novelty rod. Very short 5' blank that is great for wild trout stream that are extremely tight.
This thing weighs almost nothing. cork seat with tiny slip rings. Awesome closed croswrap on the butt section
too.
10' 7wt 4pc. - This one has great color on the blank! It is actually built on a cabelas blank. Nice custom handle
and steelhead weave on the butt wrap. This is a good all around steel head rod too.
9' 8wt. TCR - Sage TCR blank for permit. You gotta be a great caster to fish this one. In the right hands it can
cut through the stiffest of winds on the flats.
9' 12wt. Sage Xi-2 blank. Awesome tarpon rod. Nice blue color.
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